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A REMARK ON THE NONLINEAR

COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM

GEORGE LUNA

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that previous sufficient conditions for the solu-

tion of the nonlinear complementarity problem can be considerably weakened

using a result of Rockafellar.

Let  E be a Banach space and  K a closed convex cone in  E.   The po-

lar K° of K is the set {x    £ E   |sup x (K) < 0iu  The indicator function tpK

for  K is defined for each x £ E  by  ifj Ax) = 0   if x £ K and by  ipKix) = oo

if x £.  K.  The subdifferential  dip„  of  ifj     is the set-valued map defined for

each  x £ E by difiKix) = {x    £ E   \x    £ K° and  {x, x   ) = 0 |.  A map  T: E—>

2       is monotone it  (x — y, x — y   ) > 0  whenever x    £ Tix), y    £ Tiy) and

x, y £ DiT) = {x\Tix) 40l-   We say that  T is   a-monotone it there exists a

strictly increasing function  a: [0, oo)—»[0, oo) with   a(0)  =0  and  air) -*

oo as  r —>oo  such that   ( x - y, x    - y   ) > \\x — y || a(||x - y ||) whenever

x* £ Tix) and y* £ T(y)   tor each x, y e D(T) .  If  a(r) = kr for k > 0, then

T  is said to be strongly monotone.   If  T is single valued and continuous

from line segments in D(T)   to  E     with the weak    topology, then  T is

said to be hemicontinuous.

We consider the following version (to multivalued maps)  of the general-

ized complementarity problem (GCP)  as formulated by Karamardian [ 2]:

Let T: E ^2E'; find x e K and x* e T(x)   satisfying x* £-K° and

(x, x* ) =0.

The (GCP)  is important in that it is the form for many problems in

mathematical programming, game theory, economics, etc.  For this we refer

the reader to [ 2] and [4] and the references given there.

It is our purpose in this note to prove the following theorem which has

as a corollary an extension of a recent theorem of Bazaraa, Goode, and
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Nashed [l].   The proof is almost an immediate consequence of the following

result of Rockafellar [5, Proposition 2].

Proposition.   Let  E  be reflexive, and let  F: E—'E     be a maximal

monotone operator.   Suppose there exists a  ß > 0  such that  (x, x   ) > 0

whenever  ¡|x|| > ß, x £ DiF), x    £ Fix).   Then there exists an x £ E  such

that 0  £ F(x) .

Some criteria for maximal monotonicity are mentioned in Remark 1 at

the end of the article    These are due to Rockafellar [5].

Theorem.   Let  E  be a reflexive Banach space and K a closed convex

cone in E.   Suppose  T: E—>2        and T + dip „   is maximal monotone.   In

addition, suppose

there exists  ß > 0  such that   ( x, x   ) > 0
(*)

whenever x £ DiT) n K,  \\x\\ > ß and x* £ Tix).

Then the iGCP) has a solution.

Proof.  Suppose  x* £ (T + dipK)ix), where  x £ D(T) n K and   ||x|| > ß;

then  x   = y    + z  , where y    e T(x)   and z    £ dip „ix).   Thus

(x, x*)= (x, y*+ z*)= (x, y*)+ (x, z*)= (x,y*)

since  z    £ dipKix) and  K  is a cone implies that  ( x, z   ) = 0, Thus from

(*) we have  ( x, x   ) > 0.  Hence the hypotheses  of the Proposition are sat-

isfied for  T + dipK, and there exists x £ K  such that 0 £ (7 + dip Ax).

This is easily seen to be equivalent to the conclusion of the Theorem.

As a corollary we obtain the following extension of the theorem of

Bazaraa et  al. [lL  In [ l], the operator  T is assumed to be bounded

Corollary.   Let  E  be a reflexive Banach space and K a closed convex

cone in E.  Suppose  T: K—>E     is hemicontinuous and a-monotone.   Then

there exists a unique solution to the (GCP) .

Proof.  By a well-known result of Browder and Stampacchia [5, Theorem

3], T + dip„  is maximal monotone.  Since  T  is   a-monotone we have

(x, T(x)) > \\x\\a(\\x\\) + (x, 7(0)) > ||x||(a(||*||) - ||7(0)||).

Choose  ß large enough so that   ||x|| > ß =>a.(||x||) > ||7(0) ||; then  (*) is

satisfied and the existence part of the Corollary follows from the Theorem,

The uniqueness is immediate from the definition of  a-monotonicity.

Remark  1.  When  K is a convex cone and  7  is maximal monotone,
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three sufficient conditions (see [5])  for  7 + dip „  to be maximal monotone

are:

(1) dim E < 00 and (ri D(7))  n K 4 0 (ri  C denotes interior with

respect to the affine hull of  C) .

(2) D(T) n int K 40.

(3) int D(T) n K4 0.

In the main theorem of Karamardian [ 3], E is finite dimensional and  K

is the nonnegative orthant.   From (1)   it is easily seen that Karamardian's

hypothesis that  7  be continuous is not needed.

Remark 2. Condition (*) in the Theorem is easily seen to be satisfied

by all maps previously considered in the context of the (GCP) , eg, strong-

ly monotone, copositive,  etc.; cf. [2].

Remark 3.  Bazaraa  et  al., remarked in [l] that they were unable to

generalize the proofs of Karamardian by replacing Kakutani's fixed point

theorem with recent fixed point theorems of F. E. Browder and Ky Fan.  We note

that the proof of Rockafellar's result uses that  R(T + J) = E  , where   7  is

monotone and /  is the duality map.  This is a result of Browder which uses

one of his fixed point theorems.

The author would like to thank R. T. Rockafellar for valuable comments

on an earlier version of this note. He would also like to thank R. R. Phelps

for his help and encouragement.
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